Preservation Preserves, Books and More

A Building History of Northern New England
James Garvin, NH State Architectural Historian—For the homeowner as well as the professional, the book explains original construction methods and materials. You owe it to yourself -- and your older structure--to read this before renovation or restoration. Handsome and useful, extraordinarily well written. Illustrated. 200 pages.

Big House, Little House, Back House, Barn

New Hampshire Architecture: An Illustrated Guide
Bryant F. Tolles’ popular guide to the Granite State’s rich architectural heritage with examples from most communities. 393 pages.

Save Your Wood Windows
John Leeke’s illustrated how-to guide to the most practical and economical methods of window maintenance and repair. With specific step-by-step instructions for project planning, repairing sashes, replacing sills, and much more. Lists resources/suppliers. 60 pages.

Guidelines for Porch Repair and Replacement: A Handbook

Preserving Old Barns: Preventing the Loss of a Valuable Resource NEW!!!
John Porter & Frances Gilman. New expanded second edition. Great resource for barn owners and lovers of these special buildings. The history, function and preservation of old barns is detailed in 200+ pictures and drawings with much new information.

A Field Guide to New England Barns & Farm Buildings
Thomas Visser’s comprehensive guide with color and black/white illustrations Indexed by town. 212 pages.

The Granite Kiss: Traditions and Techniques of Building New England Stone Walls
Kevin Gardner. A beautifully and usefully illustrated demystifying guide to the types, history and maintenance of our iconic stone walls. 198 pages.

Sheds
Howard Mansfield’s beautifully photographed tour of sheds of all varieties - mostly in New Hampshire: work sheds, barn sheds, church sheds, etc. 192 pages

How to keep the vacation home for future generations. Web link to updates. 219 pages

What Style Is It?
A guide to American architecture-when was it built? Why does it look that way? Extensive photographs, glossary. Black + white. 152 pages.

An Age of Barns
Eric Sloane’s classic illustrated review of barn styles and construction. Handsomely and profusely illustration.

For Young Preservationists: The Little House. Virginia Lee Burton’s classic prize-winning story of a country house gradually engulfed by the city.
**Gift Memberships**—A one-year membership in the Preservation Alliance brings our quarterly newsletter, announcements and discounts on our behind-the-scenes tours and workshops, and supports our challenging advocacy and education work.

**Preservation Preserves – Raspberry and Strawberry** — A jar or two of our own label Preservation Alliance Preserves will sweeten your favorite preservationist’s toast or sandwich. The popular fruit jams are produced in partnership with a local New Hampshire farm. Strawberry, Raspberry & Blueberry

**The Window Weatherization Kit** - includes the necessary products to help tighten up your drafty wood windows while preserving their historic charm. The kit includes best practice tips, resource materials, and a one-year membership to the NH Preservation Alliance offering discounts to our programs and workshops. A perfect gift to help keep your old house friends warm!

**Preservation Briefs** Sure to bring a smile is a new pairing of Preservation Alliance logo cotton briefs with a print-out of a National Park Service Preservation Brief. Choose from a list of 47 topics that provide guidance on preserving and rehabilitating aspects of historic buildings. Sizes: men’s small, medium, large and extra large.

**Whatever combination!** Mix and match books, memberships or other items to create a special something for that special someone on your list.

---

**Order Form—2018**

Name: ________________________________________________________  Phone Number: ______________________

Address: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

Email: ________________________________________________________

List books/items and quantity: ____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

For Shipping and Handling:
(add $2.50 for first book, $1 for each additional book and $1.50 for CDs)

Total Amount*  $________

Shipping Charges$________

Gift Memberships$________

Total Charges $________

Enclose check or charge Visa/MC# ____________________________  Exp. Date ________

Signature ________________________________________________________

Mail to the Preservation Alliance, PO Box 268, Concord, NH 03302
We also welcome phone (603-224-2281) and e-mail (projects@nhprsvation.org) orders

*Members, use discounted price.

12/2019